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There were fewer Catholics in Australia in 2016 than in 2011, but they were more likely to have a
higher education and more likely to have been born overseas than five years earlier.
The National Centre for Pastoral Research (NCPR) yesterday released the Social Profile of the
Catholic Community in Australia, based on information contained in the 2016 Census.
Census data already released outlined the drop in the number of people identifying as Catholic
from 5,439,267 in 2011 to 5,291,834 in 2016. As a proportion of the total Australian population,
the Catholic percentage dropped from 25.3 per cent to 22.6.
The Social Profile, however, offers a much deeper understanding of the Catholic population on a
range of measures, including education, employment, income, birthplace, language and
disability.
“The drop in the number of Catholics is concerning, and the bishops are keen to understand
what’s behind it and respond as positively as possible,” said Australian Catholic Bishops
Conference president Archbishop Mark Coleridge.
“As with recent data on falling Mass attendance, we assume that the Royal Commission and
related revelations about child sexual abuse, as well as a general drift away from religious
practice and a broader trend of disaffiliation have all contributed to the changing demographics.”
Archbishop Coleridge said the Social Profile is one of the key tools bishops use to understand the
Catholic community and will be a help in planning for the Plenary Council.
“We can see from the report that Catholics today are more than twice as likely to have a
university degree than 20 years ago, which may show how Catholic schools have better equipped
people for tertiary study in recent decades,” he observed.
“Catholics are also more likely to have been born in a non-English-speaking country than the
average Australian and their median age of 40 is a couple of years older than the general
population. They’re less likely to be unemployed and have slightly higher mortgage repayments
than their peers.
“All of this is important data as we plan for a very different future, given that any effective
planning needs to be based on fact, not fantasy.”
NCPR director Trudy Dantis said there was a change in the data collection process which might
also explain some of the Census results.
“From a statistical analysis perspective, the physical changes to the Census form – specifically,
making ‘No Religion’ the first option on the religious affiliation question – may explain some of
the changes in the Census,” Dr Dantis said.
“We are unaware of any other jurisdiction that has changed its Census forms in a similar way, so
can’t compare Australian trends with international ones.
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“What we do know, though, is that the drop in the number and percentage of those selfidentifying as Catholic in the 2016 Census is consistent with other research and anecdotal
evidence regarding affiliation and practice.”
Dr Dantis said additional social profiles will be released during the course of the year for all
Catholic dioceses and parishes.
“How a diocese or a parish can support the faith life and the daily life of Catholics is reliant on
understanding that community’s needs,” she said.
“Knowing the language profile or the economic profile or the disability profile of your local
community will shape how a parish or diocese responds to people’s circumstances.”
The Social Profile of the Catholic Community in Australia can be downloaded from the National
Centre for Pastoral Research website.
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